Vector unparticle couplings to standard model fields produce repulsive corrections to gravity.
exchanges with the SM a massive particle M U via suppressed non-renormalizable interactions
The field operators O SM , OBZ have dimensions d SM and d BZ respectively, which necessitates
Below some energy scale Λ U < M U , the coupling begins to run as the BZ field undergoes dimensional transmutation to become "unparticle stuff", represented by the operator O U of
This leads to a new interaction picture represented by the Lagrangian term Λ
Postulating that Λ U ∼ 1 TeV provides a wealth of new physics that can not only be observabled at the LHC, but also stands to modify astrophysical and cosmological mechanisms.
The matrix element
for an unparticle of four-momentum P constrains the spectral density function to be of the form
where
(2π) 2n Γ(n + 1/2) Γ(n − 1)Γ(2n) .
When compared to the standard phase space A n θ(P 0 )θ(P 2 )(P 2 ) n−2 of n interacting particles of total momentum P , it can be concluded that unparticles behave as a system of d U (noninteger) fundamental particle states [1] .
Several explanations of the physical nature of unparticle stuff include a composite BanksZaks particle with a continuum of masses [3, 4, 5] . Such an interpretation is indeed unparticle in nature: it defies the notion of discrete fundamental mass eigenstates that rests at the heart of modern quantum theory. A more tradition field-theoretic approach has been proposed in [6, 7] , whereby the unparticle phase space is constructed from a Sommerfield model of massless fermions coupled to a massive vector field.
Unparticles may possess any of the standard Lorentz signatures (scalar, vector, tensor, or spinor). This paper will focus specifically on the corrections to gravitation supplied by vector unparticle matter. It will be shown that fundamental limits may be placed on both the unparticle parameter space, as well as black hole physics in general.
Vector Unparticle Physics and Ungravity
Vector unparticles couple to baryon currents J µ via the interaction
where λ is the dimensionless coupling constant [14, 8] 
and C is a parameter of order unity. The energy scale hierarchy constraints from solar system physics [8] , collider data [9, 10] , neutrino phenomenology [11] , and big bang nucleosynthesis [12] . A large hierarchy between Λ U and M U allows for smaller values of d BZ , whereas a smaller hierarchy necessitates larger values of d BZ to achieve the bounds on λ cited in the literature. Note that many studies consider only the extreme case λ = 1 [9] .
The modifications of classical gravitational laws via interactions of SM particles with unparticle stuff can be readily calculated. Pioneering approaches and applications of this phenomenology can be found in [8, 13, 14, 15] and references therein. It has also been shown that, if treated as an extension of gravitation, unparticle physics may modify the effective metric structure of spacetime [15, 16] . In the case of scalar and tensor unparticles, this can be written
with the fundamental scalar (tensor) length scale R s,t set by the unparticle energies Λ µ , M µ and dimensions d U , dbz. For SM interaction distances r R s,t , the unparticle coupling mimics extra-dimensional physics with a similar compactification radius. In particular, this can lead to the formation of microscopic black holes in high energy collisions.
For vector unparticle interactions, a repulsive correction to the standard Newtonian gravitational potential is introduced [14, 8] ,
where the interaction length R v is
Here. u ∼ 1 GeV is the baryon mass, introduced via the coupling to the current in Equation 6. The effective metric then assumes the form
While the repulsive nature of the correction does not strengthen gravitational attractions, it nevertheless introduces additional black hole-related novelties. Specifically, multiple horizons can be obtained without the need for electric charge or angular momentum.
3 Vector Ungravity-Enhanced Black Holes and Cosmic 
which is immediately recognizable as a Reissner-Nordström-like metric whose "charge" is determined by the vector unparticle scale R v . This admits two non-zero horizon solutions
whenever GM BH > 2R v . In the limit GM BH 2R v , the solution approaches the Schwarzschild radius, and when GM BH = 2R v the black hole is extremal.
If GM BH < 2R v , the solution (13) becomes complex and yields no horizons. The remaining singularity at r = 0 is naked. An appeal to the cosmic censorship hypothesis [17] negates the possible existence of such defects (their formation is forbidden by considering e.g. linearized perturbations of the Schwarzschild metric [18] ).
From this perspective, the condition 2R v < GM BH can be understood to be a fundamental Numerically, Equation 7 can be written
and the censorship condition becomes
where the replacement
Pl has been made. Using the minimum value of Λ U = 1 TeV, this constraint is
To date, observation has found roughly 20 black holes in the range M BH ∼ M = 10 30 kg [19] , including the pioneering Cyg-X1 [20] (M BH > 4M ), XTE J1650-500 [21] (M BH ∼ 4M ), and GRO J0422+32 [22] (M BH ∼ 3 − 5M ). For such stellar mass-sized black holes, one finds λ < 7 × 10 −8 . According to Equation 16 , the upper bound on λ depends on √ Λ U . Thus, increasing the possible value of Λ U will loosen these constraints. Indeed, if
Further constraints can be derived from primordial black holes (PBH) of mass M BH ∼ 10 12 kg that are believed to have formed following the inflationary era. These have since evaporated but can be "detected" through their signatures in the stochastic gravitational wave background [23, 24, 25] . At this mass threshold, the limits on the coupling are λ < 5×10 −17 for Λ U = 1 TeV, and λ < 1.5×10 −10 when Λ U = M GUT . These limits are in excellent agreement with those in the current literature, derived from a variety of mechanisms.
Preservation of unitarity
The above example, while useful as an simple illustration of this research, does not consider unitarity constraints imposed by unparticle physics. Only scalar unparticles processes may occur with dimensions d U ≥ 1. In fact, to avoid such unitarity violations the scaling dimension for vector unparticles must be d U ≥ 3 [26] .
For arbitrary dimension d U , the black hole horizons are roots of the equation
Although there are no analytical solutions in this case, limits on the value of R v (and hence λ) may easily be obtained numerically. In all cases, two real positive solutions r ± can be obtained by varying λ and/or M BH , whose behavior is in accordance with that expected for the Reissner-Nordström case. As expected, the solutions converge to a common horizon where the black hole solution is extremal, beyond which all solutions are complex and the singularity is naked. Figure 2 shows the critical values of λ above which cosmic censorship is violated. This condition can potentially narrow the allowed parameter space from that suggested by previous investigations. Constraints from solar-mass black holes are so outrageously large (λ 1)
as to be considered useless in the face of existing limits. While this might be perceived an unfortunate failure of the approach, in a sense it is akin to putting limits on the fundamental unit of electric charge from measurements of astrophysical black holes. 
Primordial black holes (M PBH
∼
The littlest black hole
From a more conjectural approach, one can instead focus on the constraints provided to ultra-low-mass (even microscopic) black holes. That is, the limits on λ can be used to determine the minimum mass of a black hole that can form in this framework. 
